Wireless Outdoor Management System

Control your lights – and your costs.

ROAM® is a wireless outdoor lighting
management system that delivers flexible control
strategies for minimizing maintenance costs,
optimizing energy use and providing
a safe nighttime environment.

The comprehensive product portfolio is unlimited
in scale and can be centrally or locally hosted.
With numerous deployments across the U.S.
and Canada, ROAM is the proven leader in
wireless control solutions.

ROAMview™ offers single-site customers with
less than 2,000 fixtures a simple but powerful
system for controlling and monitoring area
lighting fixtures. Simplicity of installation and use
are the cornerstones of the ROAMview system.

ROAMview
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ROAMview™ helps
reduce your lighting costs
through advanced control
of outdoor lighting
All this time you’ve been paying for energy
that’s not getting any cheaper, for lighting that
doesn’t always need to be on.
There’s an answer, and it doesn’t involve
excavation or re-circuiting your outdoor
lighting.
The ROAMview lighting-control system is a
quick-and-easy retrofit, wireless solution that
lets you set exactly which lights come on,
when they come on, for how long, and at what
level of brightness. It even tells you when a
light is out, and that’s critical to security.
With ROAMview’s unprecedented and precise,
24/7 lighting-control capabilities, you can
better manage your lighting, your time and
your risks – and the budget that pays for it all.
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ROAMview

Energy efficiency is where
ROAMview really shines
You’re in full control of each fixture on your ROAMview network.
Schedule which lights turn on, turn off, or dim – where, when and
how you want. A simple scheduling tool lets you define exactly
which fixtures should be on at what times for normal operation.
An unlimited number of custom schedules are available for
holidays or closures. If plans suddenly change, you can easily
override the programmed settings with a specific event schedule
and the system will resume normal operation automatically once
that event is over.
Because your lighting usage is specifically tailored to each
day’s needs, the energy savings accumulate rapidly. Easyto-understand energy graphs let you see the effects of your
scheduling long before the utility bill arrives.

ROAMview BENEFITS
t 4BWFTFOFSHZ
t 3FUSPöUTFBTJMZPOBOZQSPQFSUZ
t 3FEVDFTNBJOUFOBODFDPTUT
t *NQSPWFTPOQSPQFSUZTBGFUZBOETFDVSJUZ
t *ODSFBTFTMBNQBOECBMMBTUMJGF
t 1SPWJEFTRVJDLSFUVSOPOJOWFTUNFOU

Monitor. Control. Measure.
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With ROAMview, energy savings
is just half the story
ROAMview’s ability to monitor and precisely control your
outdoor lighting does much more for your bottom line than
just help you save on energy costs.

ROAMview also:
t .BYJNJ[FTUIFMJGFPGZPVSPVUEPPSMJHIUJOHBTTFUT 
reducing unnecessary lamp replacements



t 3FEVDFTNBJOUFOBODFSFMBUFEMBCPSDPTUTCZBVUPNBUJDBMMZ
detecting and categorizing fault conditions
t "WPJETDPTUMZFYDBWBUJPOPSDPOTUSVDUJPOUPSFDJSDVJUFYJTUJOH
lights – work that’s standard for panel-based systems
t $SFBUFTBTBGFSPVUEPPSFOWJSPONFOUGPSZPVSQSPQFSUZ
by maximizing the effectiveness of your light fixtures
t "EETWBMVFUPZPVSQSPQFSUZCZFOIBODJOHWJTVBMBQQFBM
and ensuring consistency in daily lighting schedules
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ROAMview





Managing your lighting
reduces your risk
Before ROAMview it was not unusual for property owners to
conduct weekly or monthly nighttime audits to ensure that
lighting was operational. That meant that failures often went
undetected (and unaddressed) for as long as a month. The
extended periods of darkness created safety hazards as well
as opportunities for crime.
ROAMview monitors every light, every night. In a few seconds
at your computer you can confirm that all of your lighting was
operational the night before. Your daily system performance
data is stored in a log for subsequent retrieval. ROAMview
reduces the probability of adverse events by rapidly
identifying non-functional lighting.

Monitor. Control. Measure.
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ROAMview gives you information so you can take action

ROAMview shows the
exact location and
performance of each
lighting fixture. Color
coded icons indicate
operational performance
over the last 24 hours.

The Calendar control
panel lets you view and
set your lighting system’s
operational schedule
for fixture groups or full
system operation.
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Monitor your lighting
usage down to each
individual fixture using
the Burn Hours report.
1JOQPJOUQSPCMFNMJHIUT
and address productwarranty concerns with
the data provided.

The energy usage
graph allows you to
quickly assess the savings
achieved by fine-tuning
lighting schedules.

ROAMview
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Showcase vehicles and enhance the purchasing
experience while implementing flexible, energy-saving
control strategies.

t Feature lighting: Group fixtures to highlight specific areas of the
vehicle lot for after-hours customer viewing.
t Energy savings: Separately group and schedule fixtures in
maintenance and lower-traffic areas to turn OFF or dim when they are
not needed, saving energy.
t Asset protection: Detect operating problems that can shorten the life
of fixtures, and rotate daily schedules for individual fixtures to
achieve uniform operating hours in areas serviced by multiple fixtures.
t Safety and security: Identify fixture problems that take away from the
customer experience and increase liability, helping to ensure an excellent
customer experience with a well lighted and fully operational outdoor
lighting system.
t Ease of retrofit: A typical lot can be ROAM-enabled within a day—
without costly fixture replacement, trenching or new lighting panels—
putting ROAM to work almost immediately.
t Seamless interface: After installation, simply log on to the secure website
to begin monitoring and controlling the lighting system, with no special
computer work or support required.

Highlight specific areas for after-hours customer viewing

$VTUPNJ[F-JHIUJOHGPS$IBOHJOH/FFET

Brighten up the lot to create an evening showroom while conserving energy in unused areas. As the night wears on, the lighting can
be reduced to provide the perfect levels required for security, while also reducing energy.

-&(&/%
1BSU/JHIU

Remotely schedule on/off/dim times to shorten burn cycle and put the right amount of
light in an area only at times it is needed.

Dusk-to-Dawn

-JHIUTUVSOPOPSPòCBTFEPOQSFTFUTFOTJOHPGBNCJFOUMJHIUDPOEJUJPOT

Dusk-to-Scheduled-Off

-JHIUTUVSOPOBUQSFTFUBNCJFOUMJHIUTFOTJOHMFWFMTCVUHPPòPSEJNCBTFEPO
scheduled times set remotely by the user.

Trimming

Remotely adjust schedules for on/off/dim times based on offsets from official sunrise
and sunset. Shorten the time lights are on without impacting public safety or lighting
performance.

"11-*$"5*0/ )041*5"-4"/%)&"-5)$"3&
1SPWJEFBTVQFSJPSQBUJFOU TUBòBOEWJTJUPS
experience while helping to lower the overall
cost of healthcare.

t Energy savings: Separately group and schedule fixtures in staff, visitor and
patient parking areas to reduce lighting levels during low traffic times.
t Asset protection: Rapidly detect operating problems that can shorten
 UIFMJGFPGöYUVSFT FTQFDJBMMZPWFSIFBUJOHPG-&%T XIJMFFYUFOEJOH
service life through dimming, alternating lamp usage through grouping,
and identifying daytime operation.
t Safety and security: ROAM identifies and reports lighting problems that
impact the safety and security of staff and visitors; providing for prompt
maintenance response and a reduction in owner liability.
t Ease of retrofit: A typical fixture can be ROAM enabled within minutes,
without costly lamp replacement, trenching or new lighting panels.
t Seamless interface: After installation, simply log on to the secure website
using any web browser to begin monitoring and controlling the
lighting system, with no special computer work or support required.
t Flexible scheduling: Change lighting schedules as operating schedules shift.

-JHIUTBSFPOXIFOBOEXIFSFUIFZOFFEUPCF

Reduce Cost and Improve Safety

Schedule lighting to provide security where and when it is needed in employee, visitor and patient parking lots,
while extending the life of fixtures.

-&(&/%
1BSU/JHIU

Remotely schedule on/off/dim times to shorten burn cycle and put the right amount of
light in an area only at times it is needed.

Dusk-to-Dawn

-JHIUTUVSOPOPSPòCBTFEPOQSFTFUTFOTJOHPGBNCJFOUMJHIUDPOEJUJPOT

Dusk-to-Scheduled-Off

-JHIUTUVSOPOBUQSFTFUBNCJFOUMJHIUTFOTJOHMFWFMTCVUHPPòPSEJNCBTFEPO
scheduled times set remotely by the user.

Trimming

Remotely adjust schedules for on/off/dim times based on offsets from official sunrise
and sunset. Shorten the time lights are on without impacting public safety or lighting
performance..

"11-*$"5*0/$".164
Ensure a safe and secure nighttime campus environment
by rapidly and accurately addressing lighting issues for
campus areas, while reducing total energy costs for lighting.

t Campus and student safety and security: Enhance student safety and
reduce risk by ensuring lights are ON when and where they need to be.
Quick detection and repair of fixture problems provide a more secure
nighttime environment.
t Maintenance efficiency: Increase maintenance efficiency by using the
ROAM system to monitor fixtures and detect outages. If an outage is
detected, work orders are generated and the location of the fixture is
provided. Quickly detecting, locating, and repairing fixtures significantly
reduces maintenance costs.
t Feature lighting: Showcase building and other priority site locations
through grouping and scheduling.
t Energy savings: Minimize energy costs through proven control strategies
such as scheduling, part-night dimming or ON/OFF, or dusk-to-dawn
shutoff.
t Asset protection: Rapidly detect operating problems that can shorten
the life of fixtures, while extending service life through dimming,
alternating lamp usage through grouping, and identifying daytime
operation. System offers a single control point regardless of fixture type
or light source.
t Ease of retrofit: A typical fixture can be ROAM-enabled
within minutes, without costly lamp replacement,
trenching or new lighting panels.
t Seamless interface: After installation, simply log on to the secure internal
website using any web browser to begin monitoring and controlling
the lighting system, with no special computer work or support required.

Showcase building and other priority site locations

Enhance Security and Manage Risk

1SPWJEFTBGFUZBOETFDVSJUZUPUIFDBNQVTFOWJSPONFOUCZFOTVSJOHPQUJNBMMJHIUJOHMFWFMTBSFSFMJBCMZNBJOUBJOFE 
as outages are quickly identified or prevented.

-&(&/%
1BSU/JHIU

Remotely schedule on/off/dim times to shorten burn cycle and put the right amount of
light in an area only at times it is needed.

Dusk-to-Dawn

-JHIUTUVSOPOPSPòCBTFEPOQSFTFUTFOTJOHPGBNCJFOUMJHIUDPOEJUJPOT

Dusk-to-Scheduled-Off

-JHIUTUVSOPOBUQSFTFUBNCJFOUMJHIUTFOTJOHMFWFMTCVUHPPòPSEJNCBTFEPO
scheduled times set remotely by the user.

Trimming

Remotely adjust schedules for on/off/dim times based on offsets from official sunrise
and sunset. Shorten the time lights are on without impacting public safety or lighting
performance.

"11-*$"5*0/4*/(-&4*5&3&5"*1SPWJEFBXFMDPNJOHBOETBGFDVTUPNFS
experience through improved parking lot
lighting outage identification and repair while
lowering energy costs for outdoor lighting.

t Feature lighting: Support flexible hours of operation by grouping lighting
fixtures, scheduling ON/OFF and dim level control of parking lot lighting.
t Energy savings: Minimize energy costs through proven control strategies
such as scheduling, dimming, part-night dimming or ON/OFF. Reduce
after hours parking lot lighting levels to support security needs while
significantly reducing energy usage.
t Asset protection: Rapidly detect operating problems that can shorten the
 MJGFPGöYUVSFT XIJMFFYUFOEJOH-&%TFSWJDFMJGFUISPVHIEJNNJOH 
alternating lamp usage through grouping, and identifying daytime
operation.
t Safety and security: Reduce risk by ensuring lights are ON when and
where they need to be, providing security for customers and employees.
Monitor the system to rapidly detect outages and other anomalies for
more efficient maintenance.
t Ease of retrofit: A typical fixture can be ROAM-enabled within minutes,
without costly lamp replacement, trenching or new lighting panels.
t Seamless interface: After installation, simply log on to the secure website
using any web browser to begin monitoring and controlling the lighting
system, with no special computer work or support required.

Increase safety and security – reduce risk and liability

-PXFS$PTUTBOE*ODSFBTF7JTVBM"QQFBM

1SFTFOUBXFMDPNJOHTUPSFGSPOUBUBOZIPVSXJUIMJHIUJOHUIBUPòFSTTFDVSJUZUPDVTUPNFSTBOESFUBJMPXOFST-JHIUJOHBTTFUQSPUFDUJPO 
maintenance and energy savings help offset the cost of outdoor lighting.
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1BSU/JHIU

Remotely schedule on/off/dim times to shorten burn cycle and put the right amount of
light in an area only at times it is needed.

Dusk-to-Dawn

-JHIUTUVSOPOPSPòCBTFEPOQSFTFUTFOTJOHPGBNCJFOUMJHIUDPOEJUJPOT

Dusk-to-Scheduled-Off

-JHIUTUVSOPOBUQSFTFUBNCJFOUMJHIUTFOTJOHMFWFMTCVUHPPòPSEJNCBTFEPO
scheduled times set remotely by the user.

Trimming

Remotely adjust schedules for on/off/dim times based on offsets from official sunrise
and sunset. Shorten the time lights are on without impacting public safety or lighting
performance.

How ROAMview™ Works

wireless

ethernet

Nodes
t0QFSBUFXJUIBOZPVUEPPS-&% )*%PSPUIFSöYUVSF
t$BOCFTQBDFEVQUP GFFUBQBSU

Gateway
t3FDFJWFTEBUBGSPNBOEUSBOTNJUTDPNNBOETUPOPEFT
t$PNNVOJDBUFTXJUIVQUP EFWJDFT

Server
t1SFDPOöHVSFEXJUI30".WJFXTPGUXBSF
t$PMMFDUTBOETUPSFTMJHIUJOHTZTUFNQFSGPSNBODFEBUB

1PSUBM
t%JTQMBZTPQFSBUJOHDPOEJUJPOT QFSGPSNBODFEBUBBOEFOFSHZVTF
t"DDFTTJCMFGSPNBXFCCSPXTFS
t"MMPXTVTFSUPFTUBCMJTI0/0''53*.%*.TDIFEVMFT
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ROAMview

network

ROAMview is easy
Installing ROAMview won’t interrupt daily operations on
your property. The key control element, the intelligent
wireless node, installs in a twist-on receptacle that can be
easily added to your existing fixtures or poles. The node
responds to system commands and monitors fixture
performance, ensuring that each fixture is doing exactly
what it is programmed to do.
ROAMview’s pre-configured server and wireless gateway
can be installed quickly. Configuration and scheduling
are performed from any computer on the network.

*/45"--*/(30".view
*4"44*.1-&"4
1. Installing ROAMview nodes on
your outdoor fixtures
2.1MVHHJOHJOUIFQSFDPOöHVSFE
server and gateway
3.1FSGPSNJOHUIFöOBMDPOöHVSBUJPO

Monitor. Control. Measure.
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To learn more, visit roamservices.net
0OF-JUIPOJB8BZ]$POZFST]("
1.800.442.6745
sales@roamservices.net

Acuity Brands, Inc., is a North American leading
provider of lighting fixtures and one of the world’s
leading providers of lighting solutions for both
indoor and outdoor applications.

In addition to the ROAM® brand,
Acuity Brands lighting control solutions
are sold under the names Sensor Switch®,
-JHIUJOH$POUSPM%FTJHO™, Synergy®
-JHIUJOH$POUSPMT 1BUIXBZ$POOFDUJWJUZ™,
BOE%BSL5P-JHIU®. Other Acuity Brands
-JHIUJOHCSBOETJODMVEF-JUIPOJB-JHIUJOH®,
Holophane® 1FFSMFTT®, Gotham®,
.BSL"SDIJUFDUVSBM-JHIUJOH™, Winona®
-JHIUJOH )FBMUIDBSF-JHIUJOH®, Hydrel®,
"NFSJDBO&MFDUSJD-JHIUJOH®, Carandini®,
"OUJRVF4USFFU-BNQT™, Tersen®,
Sunoptics® 3&-0$® Wiring Solutions,
and Acculamp®.

ª"DVJUZ#SBOET-JHIUJOH *OD"MM3JHIUT3FTFSWFE'PSN/P

